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Before you upgrade and begin to use Blackbaud Direct Marketing 4.0 take a moment to review the following
information that highlights new features and changes to existing features. It is important to share this
information with users in your organisation.

Online Help Panel
With this release, wemade significant enhancements to our Help offering.
We designed a tabbed panel to bring online Help topics directly into the program. The newHelp Panel offers
improved usability with a modern update. When you click Help, a panel appears from the right side of your
screen and displays content specific to your page or screen.
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With the newHelp Panel, you can quickly access:

l New feature content

l The latest, most up-to-date Help topics from service pack new features and additional content improve-
ments

l Feature videos

You can also:

l Undock the Help Panel to click and drag the help to a different position

l Click breadcrumbs to find your way back to your original topic

l Use navigation buttons to go back and forth in your Help Panel history

l View improved images

Administration
Save As Option for Export Definitions
A new Save as option is available when you create and edit export definitions on the Export definitions page in
Administration. This allows you to change existing export definitions while they are open and save them as new
definitions. Previously, you copied definitions to create new versions of them. This enhancement reduces the
number of steps to update existing definitions so you can work more efficiently.
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Batch
ColumnWidths in Batches
When you resize a column width in a batch template, the adjusted width remains in place for that template until
you resize it again. For example, if you widen the size of a column, the next time you use that batch template the
column is displayed in the new size instead of the default size. Previously, the column size did not save and reset
to the default each time you accessed the template. This is a per-user setting, so your width changes do not carry
over to other uses of the program.

Action Bar for a Batch Row
We enhanced the action bar for a batch row for all batch types. On the Uncommitted Batches tab, click the
double arrows next to a batch to expand its row. From the action bar that appears, we removed the Edit drop-
down button that previously included Edit batch and Edit properties.
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With this release, we added the Edit batch and Edit properties buttons directly to the batch action bar. This
saves time by eliminating an extra click when you need to edit a batch or its properties.

Batch and Import Guide Enhancements
With this release, wemade a significant investment in improving the quality of our existing User Education
resources. One such area of improvement focused on the Batch and Import Guide and associated help file
content.
The following list highlights several of our enhancements:
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l We tested and updated content to ensure accuracy and provide a more logical flow of information.

l We created newHow-To videos to visually enhance your understanding of Batch and Import.

Show Me: Watch this video for a high-level overview of Batch

Show Me: Watch this video for a high-level overview of Import

l We added a new "Big Picture" chapter that offers an overview of Batch and Import, and describes how
they work together to save time and promote consistent data management.

This chapter also illustrates the life cycle of a batch and import process, and provides tips and
considerations to enhance your workflow.

l To help you more clearly understand the validation process, we added more detail to our list of validation
errors and the reasons for their occurrence.
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Direct Marketing
NewDirect Marketing Effort Workflow
This release includes phase 1 of our improvements to themarketing and communications workflow. Our goal is
to make themarketing effort process consistent and coordinated across all fundraising programs and channels,
and able to scale for complexity. You will be able to track marketing data consistently and access compiled
statistics for a constituent across all types of communications. You will also be able to create all types of
communications using a common process which means fewer tools to learn and maintain within an organisation.
This is the new direct marketing workflow:

l System administrators configure communication templates and name patterns.

l Campaign analysts build marketing efforts based on templates. They add segments to themarketing effort
and configure any settings not defined and locked by the template.

l Campaign analysts execute themarketing effort and monitor its status.

How Do We Prepare?
After your organisation upgrades to 4.0, a system administrator needs to configure communication templates
for users who executemarketing efforts. Setup and implementation of communication templates requires
coordination among multiple roles at your organisation. For example, this is one possible structure:
Business Analyst/Systems Analyst:

l Works with themarketing manager and campaign analyst to gather requirements for the types of direct
marketing efforts you plan to create.

l Configures templates based on requirements.

Marketing Manager:
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l Provides subject matter expertise for template configuration.

l Drives decisions around which defaults to use based on the fundraising program’s requirements. For
example, you can set default exclusions and export formats on a template. You must decide which values
to use as defaults and whether to lock these settings or allow the campaign analyst to change them on the
marketing effort.

Campaign Analyst:

l Provides subject matter expertise for template configuration.

l Runs test marketing efforts to validate template setup.

Blackbaud Professional Services:

l Provides product expertise.

l Guides best practice of configuration with the business analyst.

The program includes 3 example templates for direct marketing efforts. Your organisation should review these
templates to evaluate howwell they meet your needs. You can modify the examples or create new templates.

Communication Templates
Communication templates define default settings for direct marketing efforts and simplify the setup process by
including only the options you need to create the effort. With communication templates, you can create direct
marketing efforts that are as simple or complex as your organization needs. You can choose which features to
make available for a direct marketing effort. For example, if your organization does not track KPIs, you can leave
the KPIs grid blank and lock it so the KPIs tab is completely hidden for users who createmarketing efforts based
on that template.
The program provides 3 template examples you can evaluate and modify to meet your organisation’s needs. The
program also includes an example name pattern used by the simple email and mail templates.

l Example ComplexMail Template: This is an example for sophisticated direct mail marketing efforts. All
features are turned on and unlocked.

l Example Simple Email Template: This is an example for simple email communications. Features not
typically used with email efforts are turned off. Other options, such as activation and export formats, are
set to use the program defaults and locked.

l Example SimpleMail Template: This is an example for simplemail communications. Features not typically
used with simplemailings are turned off. Other options, such as activation and export formats, are set to
use the program defaults and locked.

To access communication templates, from theMarketing and Communications page, click Communication
templates under Configuration. The Communication Templates page appears.
Click Add. The Add communication template screen appears. On this screen is a series of forms that walk you
through the communication template setup process.
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On the Select features and defaults form, you can configure features and settings for themarketing efforts that
use this communication template. This form is divided into a series of tabs you can navigate between to set up
various parts of the template.
On each tab, you can enter default values for fields on marketing efforts created from the template. For example,
you can enter a default source code. You can also choose which fields are editable by users who createmarketing
efforts from the template. If a field is unlocked, users can edit its value on themarketing effort. If a field is locked,
the field is hidden on themarketing effort and the value selected on the template is always used. If you lock all
fields and options on a tab, that tab will not appear at all on marketing efforts.
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On the Confirm and make active form, you can review the settings defined for the communication template and
make changes before you make it available for use.
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On the Communication Templates page, you can expand a saved communication template to quickly preview its
settings.
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Communication Name Patterns
Communication name patterns allow you to generate unique but consistent names for all direct marketing
efforts created from a communication template. When you configure name patterns, you select parts that build
the effort's name. Some parts are dynamic and populate automatically when a user creates an effort. For
example, if you include the Appeal code or Channel part, those values pull from the appeal or channel assigned
to the communication template. Values for Static identifier and Counter parts populate automatically when a
user creates a new effort. If you include a Free-form part, the user who creates themarketing effort must enter a
text value for that part of the name.

Tip: Configure name patterns before communication templates.

To access the Communication Name Patterns page, from theMarketing and Communications page, click
Communication name patterns under Configuration. The Communication name patterns grid displays the
name patterns saved in your database. From this grid, you can edit existing name patterns or add new ones.

To create a new name pattern, click Add. On the Add communication name pattern screen, select parts for the
name.
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When you configure a communication template, you can select a name pattern to apply to all marketing efforts
created from that template.

On the direct marketing effort, complete any parts missing from the name pattern.
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Copy Segments From Another Marketing Effort
Segments that perform well are often used for multiple marketing efforts over time. To reuse segments in earlier
versions, the only option was to copy an existing marketing effort. Now that direct marketing efforts are created
from templates, we added the ability to copy segments from an existing marketing effort to a newmarketing
effort. This is helpful when you want to reuse segments with a marketing effort that uses different settings than
the original.
From Segments tab of an unactivated direct marketing effort, click Copy from another effort. Select the
marketing effort with segments you want to copy. The copied segments appear on the Segments tab below any
segments already added.
Notes about copying segments:

l The copy process includes all segments from the selected effort, including test segments.

l You can only copy segments with the same base currency.

l You cannot copy segment/package combinations that already exist on themarketing effort you are
copying to. You receive a message that allows you to copy all other segments or cancel.

Changes to Navigation in Marketing and Communications
You nowmanage public media and direct marketing efforts in separate areas. Links appear for both features on
theMarketing and Communications page.
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We improved the data lists for marketing efforts, export definitions, and segments. In previous versions, when
you opened these features from theMarketing and Communications page, you accessed a page similar to this
one.

From this page, you clicked View [record type] to open the list of records.
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Now, when you click the feature links for marketing efforts, export definitions, or segments, you immediately
open a page with the list of records. These pages use the new list builder format that makes it easier to quickly
view information about records in the list and to complete related tasks.

For example, from a marketing effort's page, when you expand a marketing effort in the list, a drop-down profile
displays information such as the associated appeal, owner, and number of segments and packages. You can
quickly monitor the progress ofmarketing effort setup tasks. The profile displays the Setup started date for the
marketing effort and the current status and date for the segment counts calculation, file export, activation, and
refresh processes. To view the status page for a process, click the date next to the process name. Icons represent
the current status:
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Task buttons appear for processes you still need to run. For example, if the effort is activated, the Edit activation
criteria, Export effort, and Refresh effort buttons appear.
You can also customise the list ofmarketing efforts. You can add and remove columns and choose how they filter
and sort. For example, for the Status column, you can set the filters to display only activated marketing efforts.
You can also save list parameters to quickly display different views of the list. For example, you may want
activated marketing efforts to display fewer columns or in a different order. To save list parameters, click Save
list. You can also search the list by keyword.
For more information about customising lists, see Enhancements to Lists on page 19.

Changes toMarketing Effort Records
Wemade enhancements to all types ofmarketing effort records to providemore information about the effort
and its current status. This is an example of a marketing effort record in previous versions.

This is an example of the newmarketing effort record.
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The profile information at top is better organised and provides more details. The Status section displays the
current state of the effort, the total number of segments and packages, and the total quantity of records in the
marketing effort, broken out by segments and seeds. The Status field includes these states:

l Setup started – The effort is started but segment counts are not yet calculated.

l Counts generated – Segment counts were calculated.

l File exported – The effort was exported before activation.

l Activated – The effort was activated and the current date is before the effort's launch date.

l Past launch date – The effort was activated and the current date is later than the effort's launch date.

TheHistory section displays the date setup started and the current status for the segment counts calculation, file
export, activation, and refresh processes and whether those processes completed successfully. To view the
status page for a process, click the date next to the process name.
Tabs on marketing effort records are unchanged with a few exceptions. Direct marketing efforts now respect the
settings defined on communication templates. The tabs and options you can view and edit depend on what is
locked on the selected template. For more information about direct marketing efforts records, see Direct
Marketing Efforts on page 1.
The Segments tab for direct marketing efforts now includes a Copy from another effort button which allows you
to copy segments from other efforts. For more information, see Copy Segments From Another Marketing Effort
on page 13.
All marketing effort records include two new tabs:

l The Effort Settings tab includes additional tabs that display information defined on the direct marketing
communication template or on themarketing acknowledgement template. These tabs include the Source
Code, Export, Activation, KPIs, Finder Numbers, Budget/Expenses, Ask Ladder Overrides, and Seeds tabs.
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l The Basic Information tab includes general information, such as the name, appeal, and channel, defined
on the direct market communication template or marketing acknowledgement template.

Enhancements toMarketing Business Processes
Wemade changes to marketing business processes to make it easier for multiple users to completemarketing
tasks at the same time.

l The program now allows you to run multiple segmented house file import processes for marketing efforts
at the same time.

Note: The process fails if you attempt to run more than one segmented house file import for the same
marketing effort at the same time.

l Because the refresh process for white mail segments refreshes all white mail segments in the database, the
program now allows you to run only one whitemail refresh at a time.

Note: The refresh fails if you attempt to start the process while it is already running.

General Features
File Uploads
In previous versions, when you attempted to upload a large file from your local machine, you received an error
or the program timed out. To fix this issue, the program nowbreaks the file into small "chunks" (1MB by default)
and uploads each chunk separately to the web server. To change the chunk size, edit the “FileUploadChunkSize”
application setting in your web.config file. For more information about how to edit the web.config file, see the
Infinity Installation and Upgrade Guide.
The new file upload functionality also includes a progress bar with a Cancel button. These enhancements apply
to all features that allow you to upload files from your local computer.

Supported Browsers
• Chrome best supports the new upload functionality. It performs asynchronous uploads which means it can
upload multiple chunks of the file at once. This is usually the fastest method, depending on server and
network capabilities. Internal browser limitations restrict the number of simultaneous uploads the browser
tries to do at once.

• Firefox is the next best option. It performs synchronous uploads which means it can only upload one chunk at
a time. This may result in slower upload times than Chrome can provide.

Note: For Mac users, Safari 6 fully supports the new upload functionality with asynchronous uploads. Earlier
versions of Safari upload large files as one chunk so you may encounter errors.

Unsupported Browsers
• Internet Explorer does not support the new upload functionality. In all versions of Internet Explorer, the
program uploads large files as one chunk so you may encounter errors. It does not provide the progress bar
with Cancel button.
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Enhancements to Lists
We added features to both data lists and to list builder lists. As a reminder, data lists are currently themost
common type of list in the program, and they do not include advanced features such as column selection and
filtering by column. We continue to convert data lists to the list builder format.

Data Lists
For data lists that use the existing format, we have added the following features.

l You can now select to size all columns on a data list according to the width of the content in the columns.
From theMoremenu, select Autosize all columns. This option automatically resizes all columns in the
data list so all data displays completely.

l You can now right-click column headers to access menu options, including sort options for the column.

l When you scroll down a list, multi-row actions are now available at the top of the browser window. This
allows you to usemulti-row actions without having to scroll back to the beginning of the list.

List Builder
Show Me: Watch this video to learn more about list features.

Several data lists were upgraded to a new format that allows you to customise how data appears in a list. List
options may vary based on the nature of the list.
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You can add and remove columns and choose how they filter and sort. To change the order of the columns, click
on a column header and drag it into a new position. For example, in Batch Entry, you can set filters on theOwner
column so the list displays only batches you own. When you add columns, you may need to scroll across the list
in order to view them.
You can also save list parameters to quickly display different views of the list. For example, you may want fewer
columns displayed for constituent batches or in a different order. To save list parameters, click Save list.
Additionally, you can use search to quickly locate items in the list. If you cannot find the information when you
search or filter, your search and filter parameters might be too restrictive. However, you can clear the search and
filters to expand the parameters.
You can also complete tasks for records in the list. To access task buttons, click the double arrows next to a
record to expand the row. Expanded rows may also include additional information about the record.

Exports to Excel
When you export a data list or query toMicrosoft Excel, the date, currency, and numeric columns are now
automatically exported with the correct data type. Previously, these columns were exported as text. If you
wanted to sort or filter those columns, you had to first reformat them to the appropriate data type.
To export a data list to Excel, clickMore and select "Download to XLSX." To export query results to Excel, from the
query, click Export and select "Download to XLSX."

Rearrange Tabs
You can now drag and drop tabs and subtabs into any order you prefer. This is a sticky setting, so it is saved the
next time you access any record of the same type. This allows you to organise the tabs in the order that makes
sense for your workflow. Any record that uses tabs, such as Constituents, Revenue, Events, and so on, can use
this feature.

Note: There is no way to reset the tabs to their default setting once they have been moved. They must be
moved manually in order to reset them to the default.
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Customise HomePage
On the Home page, to accommodate the newHelp Panel, wemoved the Customise link. This new placement
only appears when the Help Panel is selected as the help type.
Previously, the Customise link appeared in the top right corner of your browser.

Wit this release, the Customise link now appears next to Home.

For more information about the newHelp Panel, see Online Help Panel on page 1.
For more information about configuring the Help type, see Configure Help Type.

Navigation Tree
To accommodate the newHelp Panel, navigation trees havemoved. This new placement only appears when the
Help Panel is selected as the help type.
Previously, navigation tree links appeared in the top right corner of your browser.

With this release, navigation tree links now appear next to the page name.

For more information about the newHelp Panel, see Online Help Panel on page 1.
For more information about configuring the Help type, see Configure Help Type.
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Import
Batch and Import Guide Enhancements
With this release, wemade a significant investment in improving the quality of our existing User Education
resources. One such area of improvement focused on the Batch and Import Guide and associated help file
content.
The following list highlights several of our enhancements:

l We tested and updated content to ensure accuracy and provide a more logical flow of information.

l We created newHow-To videos to visually enhance your understanding of Batch and Import.

Show Me: Watch this video for a high-level overview of Batch

Show Me: Watch this video for a high-level overview of Import

l We added a new "Big Picture" chapter that offers an overview of Batch and Import, and describes how
they work together to save time and promote consistent data management.

This chapter also illustrates the life cycle of a batch and import process, and provides tips and
considerations to enhance your workflow.
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l To help you more clearly understand the validation process, we added more detail to our list of validation
errors and the reasons for their occurrence.

Query and Export
Information Library
Show Me: Watch this video to learn more about the information library.

Queries and KPIs now appear in the new information library. To access the library, from Analysis, click
Information library. The library opens directly to the Queries tab. To access KPIs, click the KPIs tab.
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The functionality of queries and KPIs is unchanged, but the library offers features to better organise and navigate
your queries and KPIs.

l View Options: The new left-side pane allows you to view queries by folder, category, owner, or record
type, and to view KPIs by folder, type, or record type. Select an option from the View by field, and the
results display below.

l List Updates: The list of queries or KPIs is easier to navigate. Use the Search field to quickly search for a
query or KPI, use filters on each column, and select the columns to see. To view different columns, click
Columns and select the ones you want to display, including new columns such as Last run by, Last run
duration, Last run on, and Last run result count.

l Folders: To organise your queries or KPIs by folders, clickManage folders. TheManage Folders screen
works the same as it did before this update. To add queries or KPIs to a folder, first select "Folder" in the
View by field. Then select the checkbox next to the query or KPI you want to move and clickMove. Select
a folder and click Save. You can movemultiple queries or KPIs at one time.

l Favourites: To mark queries and KPIs as favourites, click the star next to the query or KPI name.

l Categories: To add queries to a category, first select "Category" in the View by field. Then select the
checkbox next to the query you want to move and clickMove. Select a category and click Save. You can
movemultiple queries at one time.

Export Limit in Query
The 500 row export limit for queries no longer exists. Now, when you export a query, you view all rows. This
allows you to create a quick export directly from a query that includes all query results.
Because there is no longer a row limit, we have removed the Create export button for smart queries. To
download results from a smart query, click the Excel icon and select whether you want to download the results as
an .xlsx or .csv file. This option downloads all results.
To access queries, from Analysis click Information library.
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Code Table Field Values
When you make a change to a code table entry, queries that use that criteria value now identify the new value as
the equivalent for the old value. Previously when you changed a code table entry, queries using that value did
not recognise the new value as a match. Therefore, query results displayed differently than before the code table
change.
For example, if you previously changed a constituency from "Affiliated organisation" to "Affiliate" in the
Constituency code table, a query that used this criteria did not include constituents with the new "Affiliate" code
because the program did not recognise the two values as the same. Nowwhen you edit a code table entry, the
program assumes the old and new values represent the same data so queries update to reflect this. In this
example, both existing constituents with a constituency of "Affiliated organisation" and new constituents with a
constituency of “Affiliate” appear in the results.

Note: To make sure this functionality works as intended, only rename entries that serve the same purpose. You
should always create new code tables for a new purpose and you can mark old values you no longer need as
inactive.

To make sure code table field values update for existing selections, open the query used by a selection and save it
again.
To access your queries, from Analysis, click Information library.

ViewQuery Results on Save
When you save a query, the program nownavigates you directly to the query results. Previously, you navigated
to the query list.

View Exports Associated with a Query or Selection
You can now see exports associated with a query directly from the query or from selections based on a query.
This feature includes a number of improvements make it easier to navigate export information.
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l From the Selections page, you can now view the exports associated with each selection. From Analysis,
click View selections. On the Selections page, expand a selection and click View exports to view all exports
associated with that selection. You can also click View exports under Tasks for any selection record.

Create Export from a Selection
You can also create an export directly from a selection. Previously, you had to do this from the Export page. From
Analysis, click View selections. On the Selections page, expand a selection and click Create export to create an
export of the selection.

Manage Exports
The Exports page now includes filtering functionality. To access this page, from Administration, click Export. To
filter exports by a column, select it and use the Columns button to add or remove it from your view. This allows
you to easily find existing exports so you do not risk creating a new export when one exists that fits your needs.

The default Query / Selection column displays the query or selection the export is based on. To navigate directly
to it, click the name of the query or selection. Use this link to confirm that your export includes the information
you want.

Query Source Views for Business Processes
In previous versions, you could use the Business Process query view to view business process properties, such as
the name, description, and whether the process generates output. Now you can also select a Business Process
Parameter Set or Business Process Status as the source view for an ad-hoc query. Querying on business
processes can help you identify processes and records you may not know exist in your system.
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The Business Process Parameter Set query view provides information about business process parameters, such
as the name of the parameter set and who created it.

The Business Process Status query view provides information about business process statuses, such as the
current status (Running, Completed, Completed With Exceptions, or Did Not Finish), when the process was run,
who ran it, and the number of records processed.
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MakeQueries or KPIs Favourites from theQuery or KPI Record
You can nowmark a query or KPI as a favorite from the query or KPI record. From the Information library, click a
query or KPI name to access the record. To mark the query or KPI as a favorite, under Tasks, click Add to
favorites.

You can also mark a query or KPI as a favorite from the library by clicking the star next to the query or KPI name.

Save As Option for Query
A new Save as option is available when you create and edit queries on the Ad-hoc Query screen in Analysis. This
allows you to change existing queries and save them as new queries. Previously, you copied queries to create
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new versions of them. This enhancement reduces the number of steps to update existing queries so you can
work more efficiently.

Note: The new queries include all the permissions and other properties from the original queries.

OpenData Protocol
You can now use Open Data Protocol (OData) to consume, share, and manipulate data you query from the
program.
OData is a data access protocol designed to provide standard access. This format can then be consumed by
other programs, allowing you to further segment, manipulate, and create visual representations of the data.
When you create a query in Blackbaud Direct Marketing you can now access the data from that query in OData
format. On the Information Library page, expand the query you want to use and click Get OData Link. Then, you
can useMicrosoft Excel 2010,Microsoft Excel 2013, or Tableau to consume that data.

You can share dashboards and charts created with OData with any user, regardless of their Blackbaud
permissions. However, because users must enter their Blackbaud credentials when they consume the data, any
data refreshes respect the user's security permissions.
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Set Up OData Connection
Before you can use OData, you must set your application root URL. From Administration, click Set application
root URL under Configuration.

The root URL must be in this format: https://[Server name]/[Virtual directory name]. You can see your root URL
on your browser address bar when you are logged into your database. The portion of your URL before /webui
portion of the address is your root URL.

OData in Microsoft Excel 2010
InMicrosoft Excel 2010, you can generate pivot tables using the OData information.

Note: If you do not already have it, you must first instal the power pivot add-in to Excel. From theMicrosoft
Office Downloads page, download the add-in and install it. Most users have the 32-bit version of Excel, so we
recommend that you download the x86 version of the add-in, unless you know that you are using a different
version. If you are not sure, to see your version in Excel, click File, Help.

1. From the PowerPivot ribbon, click PowerPivot Window.

2. On the PowerPivot screen, click From Data Feeds under Get External Data.

3. In the Friendly connection name field, enter a descriptive name for your data feed, such as "Blackbaud
CRM."

4. In theData feed URL field, paste the URL you got from your query in Blackbaud Direct Marketing.

5. Click Advanced. On this screen, enter your Blackbaud CRM user name and password and click OK.

6. Click Next, and select ODataQuery.ashx as the source table.

7. Click Finish.

8. Once the import is complete, click Close. You can nowmanipulate and explore your data in the power
pivot.

OData in Microsoft Excel 2013
InMicrosoft Excel 2013, you can create power views using the OData information.

Note: If this is your first time using OData in Excel, click Options and make sure you have the Power View add-
in. Select "COM Add-ins." Then, select Power View andMicrosoft Office PowerPivot for Excel 2013 and click
OK.
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1. From the Data tab, select From Other Sources/From OData Data Feed.

2. Paste the URL you got from your query in Blackbaud Direct Marketing and enter your credentials.

3. Click Next.

4. Check the "ODataQuery.ashx" checkbox.

5. Click Next.

6. You can enter a description and change the name if you prefer.

7. Click Finish, and then click OK to import the data.

8. On the Import Data screen, select "Power View" and click OK. You can now use Excel to create charts and
dashboards of your data.

OData in Tableau
In Tableau, you can create dashboard using the OData information.

1. From Data, click Connect to Data.

2. Select "OData."

3. In the Select or enter a URL field, paste the URL from your query.

4. On Step 2, select Use a Username or Password and enter your Blackbaud Direct Marketing credentials.

5. On Step 3, click Connect.

6. On Step 4, enter a name for the feed.

7. Click OK.

Date Criteria Operators
In Analysis, the criteria operators for date field filters now include updated labels. The new terminology is easier
to associate with date information than the labels that appear for other types of fields. For example, the previous
"Less than" operator is now called "Before" for date fields. This enhancement reduces confusion when you select
date field criteria so you can work more efficiently.
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The filters are available when you create ad-hoc queries, and when you use ad-hoc queries to create user-defined
data lists and smart query definitions.

The new labels also appear on list builder column filters throughout the program.
The table below compares the previous operator labels to the new labels. For a complete list of date field criteria
operators, refer to Criteria Operators for Date Fields in theQuery & Export Guide.

Previous Operator Label New Operator Label

Equal to Is

Not equal to Is not

Less than Before

Less than or equal to On or before
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Greater than After

Greater than or equal to On or after
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